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“Angels 101”
Q; What’s in it for ME? And why should I care about Angels?
A; Please read this testimonial;
From: Linda H., Feb. 2010; “Everything in my life was falling
apart, because everything I touched turned to crap. I was so tired
of my life that I was suicidal. I met Paul at a New Years Eve
party, 2010, and he asked, “Of course you ask your Angels for
what you want… Don’t you?” I could not believe my ears and I
shouted; “Do you really believe that Crap???” I emptied out the
room we were in!
Paul calmly said; “I understand your feelings because there is so
much mis-information about Angels and spiritual things out
there.” “And he asked me to ask my Angels to show me a sign
that they are there.”
“So I figured I had nothing to lose. For several nights after going
to bed I asked my Angels to show me that they are there, because
I was certain that they weren’t. In a dreamy state my Angels told
me that I was loved and cherished, and cared for, and that I was
precious to them, and that they were always there for me and if I
needed anything I should just ask. I was amazed. Ever since then
I have asked several times and my life has gone from crap to
miracles. To this day in August 2010 the miracles continue.”
“Thank you Paul for this information, my life is so much easier
now. You are the Angel man.” - Linda H. from Walnut Creek, CA.
How to ask your Angels for what You want;
Each book In this series has information for making your life much
easier by improving your energy and health, and that includes your
spiritual life and health as well. This a practical guide, one reads it
and can immediately put this information to work in their life, and get
a positive outcome! The results of 50 years of research is in this book,
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years of testing wrong answers, years of dialog with “Experts” that
had no clue. This book saves you years of re-inventing the wheel, and
the research cost. Here is the real and true information about Angels;
Step # 1: Call your Angels, Guides, Ancestors, and friends/family to
be present before you.* this author calls them “Your Gathering.” Tell
them you have requests for them and you need them to do these things
for you immediately. Get their agreement to do this for you. They are
there to help you and to protect you. So it is OK to ask them of these
things. Then thank all of them for protecting you in the past, and for
keeping you safe.
* There is no time nor space on the other side. All of life and all beings
are present with you now. This is called simply; “Now!”
This is a hard concept for we Earthlings to grasp BECAUSE we live so
much in time and space. We created the concepts of time and space.
Our rent and bills make this concept very real. My constant prayer is
for me/us to stop creating a time and space separation between
myself/yourself and all other beings. This prayer includes God, Jesus,
the Angels, Father Abraham, Moses, Buddha and all other beings. If I
take a year to really master this concept and “I get it.” That would be
time well spent!

A Good Book says “Ask and YOU WILL receive.” It doesn’t say
“Maybe,” or “If you stand on your head for a month.” Or “Do
__________,” or anything else. If you just “GET” and live just this
ONE point, then you GOT 1000 times the value of this book. Please
write to this author if you have any issues with this concept.
An important Key: Angels speak in pictures. If you are waiting
for a descending cloud, a lightning bolt, a burning bush, a booming
voice out of the clouds; you are sadly mistaken by Hollywood! Angels
speak in pictures. You have to be quiet enough to hear or see these
pictures. Very rarely will you hear a voice. Sometimes a total stranger
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will walk up to you and blurt out an answer that you have been
needing for a long time, and then simply walk away. That’s a clue.
Step # 2: Tell your Gathering, VERBATUM; “My mind seems to be a
movie projector running 24/7 out of control. Please stop all of this
noise right now so I can think and focus clearly.
Step # 3: Tell your Gathering, VERBATUM; “I want you all to filter
all information coming to me and I want you to only give me the
information that is true and valid.” “I haven’t got time to re-invent
the wheel, so you do this for me.” Please ask as many times as it takes
to get the results you want!
Be sure to THANK them in advance for doing this for you.
Step # 4: Then tell your Gathering, VERBATUM; “I want all of you
to go through my subconscious mind and quiet all the
dis-empowering thoughts that are holding me back from my full
power to BE, DO and HAVE my full power as a spiritual being, and to
do the work I was sent here to do.” Be sure to thank them in advance
for doing this for you. Say “Thank you all for all that you have done
for me in the past and for covering my back, I really need you to do
this for me now.”
Step # 5: Then tell your Gathering, VERBATUM; “I want you-all to
go through my body right now, and heal everything that needs to be
healed. Including my brain! If you can’t heal my body right now than
tell me NOW, and clearly what I must do now to heal.” Note: This
may include forgiveness of those that have wronged you. Brace
yourself for that possibility. Be sure to thank them in advance for
doing this for you.
Step # 6: Then tell your Gathering, VERBATUM; “For what purpose
was I born???” & “Why am I here???” “I need the answer to this in
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the next 48 hours!” Be sure to THANK them in advance for doing this
for you.
Step # 7: Gratitude here is important. You say to them; “Thank You
Angels and Guides for all of your past and present help and support of
me, I really appreciate it!” “And Thank You all for covering my back
side when I needed it.”
Step # 8: Only when you are ready, do you ask your Angels to show
themselves to you. You need to be ready to handle their Light and
Truth, and be ready to handle your reaction to them. When you meet
them ask them what future work they have for you to do.
Angels often take a human form to interact with you. You blink and
they are there, they deliver their message, you look away, and look
back in a split second and they are gone.
Step # 9: Be sure to have a list of questions to ask your Angels when
they come to visit. You do not want to blow the opportunity to ask
them your spiritual questions. It is OK to write them down and have
these questions with you and ready.
Step # 10: Once you have an Angel experience, please write to this
office and tell us of your encounters! We’d love to hear from you.
This is a small part of the info on angels, but it gives you working info
on how to proceed… good experiencing! Contact us if you need any
help on this. This is the best information this author has ever seen on
Angels.
This is the 2nd book in the series, “Heal That Pain Now!” Please go to
your bookstore today and buy this whole “Heal That Pain Now!”
series. The information in these books is worth a thousand times what
you spend on this series, because this information saves you the years
of research, expense, pain, and uncertainty that this author already
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spent getting this information for you. You and your friends need this
important health-survival information. These books make the subject
of healing simple to understand. Anyone can read any of these books
and immediately do the healing techniques on family and friends, and
get a positive result. This makes your life much easier.
Authors Note: I do not have all the information on angels. I talk with
them every day and I assumed everyone knows how to do this and that
they do it every day. Once I started telling people that I talk with
Angels, I was amazed that they told me they don’t talk with their
Angels. This writing is the result of those conversations. We all have
gifts, and I do not deny the gifts I am given. As I discover more
information I will publish it for you.
Should Ask Questions (SAQ’s);
Q: “Why would ONE EVER want to talk with their Angels,
or to EVER have anything to do with them?
A: Can you fathom EVER becoming like the company you hang
out with? What would happen if you hung out with beings made
of Pure Truth, Pure LIGHT, and Pure Love?
Do you suppose we can improve our connection to Our Source?
Do you suppose we can EVER get our information directly
from Source?
Do you suppose we can increase our collective wavelength, EVER?
Do you suppose YOUR Life could POSSIBLY go better with
better Decision Making information from an unbiased Source?
If you answered “Yes” to any of the above, than this book is for
YOU!
FAQ’s;
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Q: “Is there anything I can do that is so bad that I would be
separated from my Angels, or from Heaven?
A: One can willfully separate oneself from the realm of
Angels and Heaven. This author teaches that other than willful
separation, there is nothing that one can DO that would
separate one from Angels and Heaven. If one has been taught
otherwise, so be it! There is only Love, Light, Truth, and
NON-judgment on the other side. Please answer this for me;
“What part of Love and Truth is judgment and condemnation?”
Q: I don’t see or feel my Angles and guides. Where are they?
A: Put BOTH of your outstretched arms behind your back.
They are there at your fingertips. They are there to cover your
back. You might have been looking for them in front of you.
Q: How is Shirley MacLaine?
A: Shirley is fine. I talk to her every month or so!
She continues on her spiritual journey.
Her official web site is: http://www.shirleymaclaine.com/
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